
Session volatility

medium to high
grid / lines

3 reels with 1 symbol per game
maximum exposure

x20000
RTP

96,40%

Get back to basics with Powered by OneTouch’s latest prime release, 
 And if mo’ money’s what you’re after, mo’ money’s 

what you’ll get with a host of vintage features on show!
Mo Mo Moolah.

Powered by

This is as scintillating as a 1 line game can get! Choose to play with 1, 2 or 3 reels with cash values 
for up to a maximum win of 10,500x. Reels needn’t match to land a win. The total win of each spin 

is equal to the total of the numbers that land centred on each active reel. 


At the end of the It’s Raining Moolah Bonus spin, The 3x1 Big Reel will spin to reveal either another 
It’s Raining Moolah Bonus spin or Take Win symbol to end the Bonus Round. A maximum of 10 It’s 

Raining Moolah Bonus spins can be played.
 

Land 5 - x - x? 5x win!

Land 1 - x - 0? 10x win!



With all three reels active, the prizes get even bigger!



Land x - 5 -00? 500x win!

Land 10 - 5 - 00? 10,500x win!



A Respin can be triggered with two or more active 
reels if a 0 or 00 lands on the reels, regardless of a 
winning or non-winning spin.



With all reels active, a special Moolah Respin will be 
triggered when the Cash Stack symbol lands on the 
third reel! The reel will lock and the first two will 
respin. If Cash Stacks land on both reels, the It’s 
Raining Moolah feature round will trigger.



In the first reel, 1 of 7 different values will land from 
between 1 to 50 coins wins, whilst the subsequent two 
reels will contain multiplier of between 2-4 and 2-10 
respectively. The second reel will multiply the coin 
win on the first reel, whilst the third reel will multiply 
the new value for potentially massive 2,000x wins.


